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LINESIDE LOOK
roads as fears grew over the safety of the out
of control rapidly spinning sails.

Welcome to this Autumn LINESIDE LOOK and a big thank you for all the warm words of
support received after publication of the first
issue. Amongst the varied content which I
hope you will all enjoy, Graham Morfoot
describes the development of his latest 7mm
scale narrow gauge Iayout, inspired by the
concrete sleeper plant at Tallington on the
ECML. We also take a look at some highlights
from the summer shows including Michael
Price's superb diorama of Birmingham's Snow
Hill station, and of course recent developments
on my own Brimscombe project.
If something's worth writing . . .
I make no apologies for my fascination with the
Western Region or any pro-WR bias to
Lineside Look. Coming originally from
Cheltenham - where the LMR and WR routes
from Birmingham converged - it has always
been of interest since childhood spotting days.
And just to confirm this, the new year will see
publication of my new book on Modelling the
Western Region. But if you've had enough of
me barking on
about just how
great the WR
really was, I
suggest you put
pen to paper
or finger to
keyboard and
contribute an
article or two
for publication
in Lineside Look
to correct the
imbalance - it's
over to you !
Trouble at Mill
Heckington's famous eight-sail windmill hit the
headlines twice this year, but for all the wrong
reasons. In June, storm Hector caught the mill
volunteers by surprise, causing the sails to
change direction and revolve backwards at
alarmingly high speed. Police closed nearby
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It was several hours before the wind abated
enough for control to be regained and the sails
could be secured. Unfortunately the damage
caused has put the popular tourist attraction
out of action for some considerable time. In
February mill volunteer Pete Letts died in an
accident on the windmill site after becoming
trapped in a vintage engine.

Photo: Steve Knight
Happiness is a vectored thrust
In early September I was one of a group of
visitors to RAF Wittering to see the collection
of Harriers in their museum. It was a fascinating
visit, organised by Steve Knight of the Kitmaster
Collector's Club - but why an RAF Mountain
Rescue team should be based here in this
rather flat part of the country still eludes me !
Until next time, Happy Modelling !
John Emerson

www.lynxmodels.net

CAROLINE
C O N C R ET E W O R K S

Graham Morfoot describes the development of his latest
7mm scale narrow gauge layout. Photography by the author.
Modelling O scale standard gauge is something I have never quite got around to
achieving, the space needed and cost restraints have always been an issue. But with
Gifford Street nearby I am not starved of the experience of operating a great O
gauge layout. So as somewhat of a
compromise I now model O-16.5. My
latest manifestation is ‘Caroline Concrete
Works’. The name is fictional as a
company but comes from the fact that
my previous layout was ‘Ben Moor Foot
Peat Works’ which is a name derived
from my son’s name, so his sister
needed to be duly revered.
The model is based on the concrete
works alongside the ECML at Tallington
near Stamford. The works, then known
as Dow-Mac, were opened in 1943,
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primarily to produce concrete sleepers, there being a shortage of imported timber
during the war. Adjacent to the works is a large sand and gravel quarry, and a few
miles away is the Ketton Cement works. Being alongside the ECML, a connection and
sidings were added. Later they made concrete pillars and beams for civil engineering
projects; the first pre-stressed concrete bridge beams were made by Dow-Mac at
Tallington. I have childhood memories of seeing vast concrete beams being
transported on rural Lincolnshire roads with the lorries having to go the wrong way
around roundabouts and with police escorts. After being sold to Costain Tarmac in
1988, production continued until a partial closure of the site, when sleeper
production was transferred to Birmingham and Doncaster. It now has a new lease of
life with a consortium planning to make the track panels for HS2 at the site.
Construction
The layout is 8' 0" long x 2' 0" wide - two 4' 0" x 2' 0" boards which stack into a
frame make transport in a small car quite easy. My previous layout - which was of a
narrow-gauge Peat railway - used high density foam as the base, which is fine for a
layer of tea leaves on it to represent peat. For Caroline Concrete Works the boards
and frames are made using 7mm Beech ply, which I find is the strongest and most
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CAROLINE
C O N C R ET E W O R K S
durable method for an exhibition layout, especially with the weight of plaster I have
used for scenery. The boards are supported at a height of 4' 0" by trestles, which I
can use for my other layouts.
Good lighting on my layouts has always been important. Sometimes I have used LED
strips, but on this layout, I used LED outside floodlights (available from B&Q)
mounted on a, bolt-on metal shelf support bar. The lights are small, low power and
do not get hot. Once, when I used halogen bulbs, a parent with a child on his
shoulder nearly gave his offspring a burnt head !
Trackwork
All narrow gauge track used is Peco code 100 with medium radius points, which
represents ‘about’ 2' 0" gauge. A standard gauge track runs along the rear, as the
siding connected to the main line. The track formation consists of nine sidings, five on
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one side, four on the other with a run
round in the middle of the layout. Two
sidings run into the construction shed,
and two to a small refuelling facility. The
remaining sidings serve the standard
gauge transfer siding and areas where
materials for production are stored.
To represent the concrete into which all
trackwork is set, I used Plaster of Paris
to fill between the rails. This proved to
be not as straightforward as anticipated.
I masked off all moving parts of the
points, mixed a liberal quantity of plaster and started pouring onto an area. I did not
anticipate how quickly the plaster started to cure; almost before I had a chance to start
levelling, using the railhead as a guide. The adjoining section could not be poured for six
hours, so with a patchwork of small sections, it took five days to complete. I found that
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before the plaster had 'gone
off' I needed to scrape out
the flangeway with a
homemade gouging tool
and mark the joints in the
concrete. I still needed a lot
of sanding and scraping after
the plaster had completely
dried. Finally, I painted it all
with suitable emulsion paint,
and carried out further
track cleaning.
Manual point operation is
employed using metal rods under the layout with some supports to stop it sagging.
They protrude from both sides of the baseboard, allowing for home or exhibition
operation on either side. A brass rod is soldered onto the cross rod to protrude
through the hole in the tie bar of the point. I happened to have a surplus of used Peco
code 100 flexitrack, so taking off the sleepers gave some good cross rodding.
Buildings
The main workshop building is scratch-built using card and MDF with 'Plastikard' roof
sheets, as is the gantry crane using wood and plastic struts. A 'Portacabin' office by
David J Parkin, a small store shed, and concrete storage bins are the only other
structures. Most of the open area contains various concrete castings, some awaiting
shipment, some rejects. A large storage area would be located away from the loading
area. Within the layout are areas allocated to storage of reinforcing bar and matting
(made from florist wire and door fly screen), and stone chips used for facing
decorative panels. All the figures are from Modelu and hand painted. The concrete
castings on the site are made from various pieces of moulded wood, plastic water pipe,
painted with grey emulsion.
Operation
I have three locomotives, all with
different chassis and body design. The
three chassis are; a Tenshodo two axle
bogie, Hornby OO gauge Class 08,
and a USA Bachmann HO 70-ton
switcher which has a motor in each
bogie. The bodies are all etched-brass
from A1 models, using different
designs or modifications to fit the
chassis. Wagons are all scratch-built
from 'Plastikard' and wood, using
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American HO scale bogies, and
represent a variety of flat wagons,
made from all-wood to all-steel, and
a skip carrying wagon. Coupling is by
Kadee couplers and under track
magnets.
Operation is a basic shunting
concept. To make this more
challenging, I purchased a random
number generator - a pack of
playing cards. Using just cards
numbered 1-9 (nine sidings) and
two Jokers, I shuffle the cards. The
top card is the siding you need to take a wagon from, the next card is the siding you
shunt the wagon to. If there is no wagon in a siding the card is turned again until you
get a siding with a wagon in. When a joker is drawn, exchange the loco with one at the
refuelling point. It seems simple but can get a bit challenging when you do not have
enough room to use a siding as a head shunt, but that’s what keeps the old grey matter
active !
For future projects? Well, I have said 'That is the last one' five times now into my
retirement, but I am still active enough for more, just needing some unusual inspiration.
I have had thoughts of the paper works in Kent that had the fireless locos, or maybe a
representation of the Ruston & Hornsby engineering factory at Lincoln, or AvelingBarford at Grantham, with a narrow gauge internal system. Nice and local for me.
Caroline Concrete Works
has had a couple of show
outings, one of which was
the Market Deeping MRC
exhibition in Stamford. It
performed fine and
generated a lot of interest,
especially from people who
worked or had associations
with the works. LL
See Caroline Concrete Works
at the following shows in 2018:
November 3/4 Spalding
November 17/18 Workington
December 8/9 Peterborough
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On the night of October 25th, 1960, the petrol barges Arkendale H and Wastdale H collided
with one of the columns of the Severn railway bridge bringing down two of the spans and
fracturing the gas main that also ran across the bridge. Falling girders hit the barges igniting not
only the load of fuel oil and petroleum, but also the fractured gas main. Five people lost their
lives in the collision and ensuing conflagration. BR had planned to repair the bridge, but two
further collisions caused even more damage and eventually repairs were deemed uneconomic.
The historic structure, first opened in 1879, was demolished. Photo: Roy Taylor/Archive GSS LL
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The view from the closed
Severn Bridge station - the
stone approach viaduct
crossed the GloucesterChepstow line. The wrecks
of the two barges are still
visible at low tide near
Sharpness. Photo: Roy Taylor/
Archive GSS
The bridge pre-dated the
GWR Severn Tunnel by
seven years and was the
first crossing of the
treacherous waters of the
Severn at this point, saving
some 30 miles on the
journey via Gloucester.. The
bridge is seen in 1948 with
the Gloucester-Chepstow
line in the foreground.
Photo: © Ben Brooksbank/
Creative Commons licence
The lower view shows the
extent of the damage and
was taken from the same
spot in April 1966, shortly
before demolition began.
Photo: © John Thorn/Creative
Commons licence
P A G E 11
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O P E R AT I O N

ARES
Artists impression of ARES storage facility.

Ever wondered what happens when your favourite TV programme ends, and along
with millions of other viewers you switch on the kettle for a cuppa ? 'TV pick up' as it's
known creates an energy spike that can make huge demands on the National Grid. The
1990 World Cup Semi-final between England and West Germany saw a colossal
demand for 2,800 megawatts of power at full time - an amount equivalent to the
output of around 4.5 power stations the size of Drax in West Yorkshire ! Conversely
there are also times when power stations produce too much electricity, so the
problem then becomes how to balance this fluctuating load on the National Grid.
In the 1950s the
concept of
'pumped storage
hydro-electricity'
using reversible
hydro-electric
turbines came to
the UK. In very
basic terms water
is pumped from a
low level reservoir
to a higher
elevation using
surplus off-peak
power. At periods
of high or extra
demand, the water
is released back
P A G E 12

Slate quarry terracing on 'Electric Mountain'.
Photo: © Denis Egan/Creative Commons Licence
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through the turbines, creating
extra electricity in a matter of
seconds. 'Electric Mountain' at
Dinorwig, Llanberis, built deep
inside Elidir Fawr, and once
the site of the Dinorwig slate
quarries, is probably one of
the most well-known facilites.
Opened in 1984, the six
turbines can achieve a
maximum output of 1,728
Artists impression of proposed ARES train.
megawatts within 16
seconds ! With a vast underground turbine hall that could easily accommodate St Pauls
cathedral, a dedicated visitor centre and regular organised tours of the underground
site in electric buses, 'Electric Mountain' has become one of the most popular tourist
attractions in Snowdonia.
But in the USA, the concept of 'pumped
storage' has been taken a step further with
the approval of the ARES project in Arizona,
although using the power of gravity instead of
water. ARES (Advanced Rail Energy Storage)
plan to use shuttle trains comprised of two
automated electric locomotives and seven
specially weighted cars to ascend or descend
a 5.5 mile long graded line at slow speed to
either take electricity off the grid (by using
surplus electricity to ascend), or supplying
electricity to the grid (the motors operating as generators as the train descends).
ARES are in the process of securing all necessary permits, leases and plans but
anticipate beginning construction this Autumn and becoming operational in 2020.
Although a long way from slate mining and narrow gauge Welsh quarry railways, could
the ARES project provide the
Artists impression of ARES storage facility.
basis of a novel and most
unusual model railway ? LL
To find out more visit:
www.aresnorthamerica.com
www.electricmountain.co.uk
Please note the visitor centre will be
closed until April 2019 due to
redevelopment work.
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BRIMSCOMBE

Getting there ! By the end of August most of the new benchwork had been completed including
the new 'L'-girder section in the foreground. Track has been roughly laid out to get an idea of
what the finished layout will eventually look like - there's an awful lot of track to be laid next !

By late August most of the benchwork for Brimscombe had been completed, including
the ten-road staging yard and an area of 'L'-girder construction which will carry the
two loops and goods yard road. One significant feature of construction has been the
re-use or recycling of as much previously used timber into the backscene and new
benchwork as possible. Note I've said 'previously used' and not 'old' - although some
timber was rejected because of
warping, knots, splits or shakes
Basics of 'L'-girder
etc, old timber of unknown origin
layout construction
may have woodworm or other
far worse contaminents lurking.
Although four 8' x 4' sheets of
MDF were required for the
backscene (one and a half sheets
being used for a partition next
door), new material used only
amounted to two 8' x 4' sheets
of 9mm ply for the staging yard,
and 8m of 2" x 1" and 3" x 1"
PSE softwood for the 'L'-girders.
For a long time I had wanted to
try 'L'-girder construction which
is ideally suited to large and
P A G E 14
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permanent layouts, especially if your woodworking skills (or lack of them) are like mine.
The cross bearers don't need cutting to exact size but are trimmed back later to give a
flowing edge to the layout. The track bed was also cut and assembled from recycled ply
after any remaining ballast and
cork, etc, had been cleaned off.
Although not slavishly following
the prototype - in reality the
tracks seen in the header
photograph curve away to the
left - the exit from the scenic
part of the layout into the
storage roads presented a
particular problem. On the full
size railway the line, along with
Brimscombe West Signal Box
(seen in the two photographs
on this page), runs on an
Although there are numerous houses and factories along
embankment that continues
the Golden Valley, this otherwise visually effective
across a stone viaduct over the
arrangement was deemed far too busy and urban.
Thames & Severn canal, more
or less at the point where the
scenic divide is. Initial thoughts were to model the arrangement at Brimscombe Bridge
Halt - a bit further back towards Stroud and Gloucester. However, even with the
generous amount of space available in the barn, the inevitable compression of distance
and the need to get the tracks 'offstage' into the storage roads without a lot of
pointwork intruding into the
scenic section meant this would
not be possible. Much time was
spent trying out different (and
ultimately not satisfactory)
arrangements of various types of
buildings and bridges.
Eventually the 'keep it simple'
approach prevailed and a
suitable and fairly non-descript
bridge (a mirror image of that at
Hatton Junction) was chosen to
provide a suitable disguise for
the scenic break. This has a plate
girder spanning the main lines
and an elliptical brick arch across
the yard track.
P A G E 15

A simpler approach - a girder span across the main
line and brick arch over the goods line. Some of the
storage yard points have also been repositioned.
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Not long after GUILDEX two weighty packages arrived from Tower Models - the long
awaited Heljan 'Big Prairies' had arrived. These arrive as 0-6-0Ts, securely fixed to a
wooden plinth (useful for displaying other models), so the first job is to remove them
from the packaging and unscrew the loco from the plinth. Initial inspection revealed a
loose buffer in the packaging of one box and a bit of unidentified broken 'plumbing' in
the other, but otherwise both locos seemed to have survived the postal system intact.
The pony trucks need to be fixed in position but curiously there is no mention of this
in the instructions. Although it is fairly obvious where they have to be fitted, the
retaining screws are puny to say the least, so I can imagine the more ham fisted
amongst us having trouble (or losing the screws in the carpet), and more than a few
letters of complaint consequently
PARTICULARS OF WORK
appearing in the model press.
12.10am MX ex-Gloucester to release engine at Brimscombe
However, after a quick test run on
for servicing at Gloucester shed.
Gifford Street to ensure that they
On Mondays works 5.45am ex-Gloucester, shunts Stroud
yard.
actually worked, they were placed
outside the mocked-up engine shed
This engine (or Brimscombe Bank Engine) shunts
Brimscombe and Chalford yards daily according to
where they certainly look the part.
requirements. To be available at Stroud for shunting purposes
Brimscombe was a sub-shed to
Gloucester Horton Road (85B) and
two engines were outstationed here
for banking and shunting duties. The
banking loco - Brimscombe (Engine
No.1) - was available 24 hours
from Monday-Saturday. On Sunday the
loco was available for 14 hours,

from 3.25pm (SX), 1.00pm (SO - unless specially requested
prior to that time). On completing requirements at Stroud
(Mondays to Fridays) to assist 8.40pm Gloucester to Old
Oak Common freight from Stroud to Sapperton Sidings
when required, unless by local arrangement, it is more
advantageous to do so from Brimscombe. On Saturdays, to
be returned to Brimscombe immediately the necessary
shunting has been carried out. Engine to be released to
Gloucester Shed 4.00am Sundays (10.00am during Engineer's
occupation of Severn Tunnel), or as ordered by Control.

LIGHT ENGINE/TRIP FREIGHTS
B05
B06
Z52
Z55

To Brimscombe
LE to Brimscombe (R&M)
LE to Gloucester (R&M)
LE to Gloucester (Barnwood)

The newly arrived Heljan 61xx 2-6-2Ts posed outside the mocked up
engine shed recreating a once everyday scene at Brimscombe.
P A G E 16
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extended to 4.30pm on Sundays during Engineer's occupation of the Severn Tunnel.
The shunting loco - Brimscombe (Engine No.1A) - was available for 17 1/2 hours from
6.20am Monday (after working 5.45am ex-Gloucester and shunting Stroud yard), and
24 hours Tuesday-Saturday. On Sundays it was available for six hours. Listening to an
oral history of the area on a local website I discovered the names of three regular
drivers of the Brimscombe bankers - Charlie Pegler, Archie Baker and Wally Green.
The 'Large Prairies' had a convoluted history, but like many other ex-GW types they
have an obvious 'family' likeness. You can get away with using Heljan's 61xx for 3150
and 5101 Class locos, but not 31xx/81xx classes which had smaller driving wheels. LL
3150 2-6-2T (RA Red 'D' - BR Power Classification 4MT)
Nos.3150/1/3/4/7-61/3-5/7-72/4-8/80
Churchward development of his original 31xx Class with Standard No.4 boiler, 5' 8" driving wheels.
Withdrawn and scrapped between 1948-59.
31xx 2-6-2T (RA Red 'D' - BR Power Classification 4MT)
Nos.3100-4
Not to be confused with earlier Churchward 31xx Class - Collett rebuild of Churchward 3150 Class
with Standard No.4 boiler and 5' 3" driving wheels as banking engines. Only Nos. 3155/6/7/39/81
rebuilt before outbreak of WWII curtailed programme. Tractive Effort of 31,170 lbs made them the
most powerful of the 'Large Prairies' on the WR. All withdrawn and scrapped 1957-60.
5101 2-6-2T (RA Blue 'D' - BR Power Classification 4MT)
Nos.4100-29/30-9 Collett new build 1935-37 and 1939 respectively
Nos.4140-59
Collett new build 1946/47
Nos.4160--79
Built post-nationalisation 1948/49
Nos.5101-10
Collett new build 1929
Nos.5111-49
Renumbered from Churchward 31xx 2-6-2T Nos.3111-49 (originally built
1905/6) - Nos.5100/15/6/8/20/3/4/6/33/45 later rebuilt as 81xx
Nos.5150-89/90-99 Collett new build 1930/31 and 1934 respectively
'Standard' large Prairie tank with 5' 8" driving wheels used all over the WR, often on banking turns
at Brimscombe, Devon banks, etc. Nos.4110/21/41/4/50/60/5164/99 survive in preservation.
61xx 2-6-2T (RA Blue 'D' - BR Power Classification 5MT)
Nos.6100-69
Collett development of 5101 Class with increased boiler pressure for London suburban services.
No.6116 rebuilt with 5' 3" driving wheels, as trial for 81xx Class. The ATC could be clipped up for
working over LT electrified lines, although in later years seen on many other parts of the WR. Known
as 'Tanner Ones' to spotters (the pre-decimal sixpenny piece was known as a 'tanner') - all withdrawn
by 1965 with No.6106 surviving in preservation..
81xx 2-6-2T (RA Blue 'D' - BR Power Classification 5MT)
Nos.8100-8109
Ten 5101 Class (old 31xx) rebuilt with 5' 6" driving wheels and Standard No.2 boiler - Nos.5100
(originally 1903 built Churchward 31xx No 3100) and Nos.5115/6/8/20/3/4/6/33/45.
All withdrawn and scrapped by 1965.
P A G E 17
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Real or model ? One of the highlights of the Swindon Railway Festival at the STEAM
Museum was Michael Price's superb diorama depicting part of Birmingham's much
lamented Snow Hill station in the 1930s. The 14' long diorama was constructed for
Michael by Peter Smith of Kirtley Models, and is made up of four box like structures,
the viewer looking into the station scene more or less at platform level. Girderwork
comprises modified 'Plastruct' sections and bespoke laser cut components. Only part
of the extensive station has been built bringing back memories of Michael's many
business trips from Snow Hill. Locomotives from Mike Little's extensive collection of
superb GWR models also graced Snow Hill during the weekend of the show.
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Coldharbour Lane

A number of shows are held throughout
the summer months, and one of the best
is Southwold in early August. Organised
by Waveney Valley MRC, this friendly
multi-scale show features a number of
regular exhibitors and modelling demos
giving it the atmosphere of an informal
club. Amongst the regulars this year were
the Luton O Gauge Group (or LOGGIES) with Andy Ward's Coldharbour Lane GWR
loco shed layout. Prolific layout builder Kelvin Barnes was also on hand with his
compact BR blue period Engineer's yard Morlock Heath, featuring a variety of motive
power and rolling stock, all
weathered to a high standard.
The show held at STEAM
each September is another
friendly multi-scale show with
a large O gauge contingent
including Croft Mill Sidings by
Ian Atkinson and Graham
Harrison. This BR blue period
diesel depot provided an
industrial setting for a great
collection of DCC sound
Morlock Heath
equipped diesel locos. LL
P A G E 19
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D I A RY D AT E S
2018
OCTOBER
6/7 Wigan Finescale Railway Modellers
13/14 Hornby Great Electric Train Show
(Milton Keynes)
18
Jilted John/John Otway
(The Engine Shed, Lincoln)
27
Caistor MRC (Caistor Town Hall)
27/28 Cheltenham GWR Modellers Group

NOVEMBER
3/4 Spalding MRC (Springfields, Spalding)
24/25 Warley MRC (NEC Birmingham)

Morlock Heath

DECEMBER

1

8/9

Reading O Gauge Trade Show
(Guildford O Gauge Group)
BRM (East of England Showground)

2019
JANUARY

27

Bristol BOGG Show (UWE Filton)

FEBRUARY
9/10 BRM (Doncaster Racecourse)
23/24 Lincoln & District MRC

MARCH
2
GOG Trade Show (Kettering)
23/24 BRM/MRC (Alexandra Palace, London)

Croft Mill Sidings

Croft Mill Sidings

LINESIDE LOOK

GET THAT LINESIDE LOOK

White metal cast accessories
Building, painting and weathering service.
Secondhand books and models for sale.
Visit www.lynxmodels.net to download catalogue.
Visitors welcome by appointment.

LYNX MODELS

Unit 6, Southview Buildings, Burton Road,
Heckington, Lincs. NG34 9QS
email: lynxmodels@icloud.com
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WAGON & CARRIAGE WORKS
7mm and Gauge 1 RTR for sale

See our website for mail order purchases - we
also have buildings by Allan Downes for sale.
Viewing and collection by appointment.
Southview Buildings, Burton Road,
Heckington, Lincolnshire NG34 9QS
www.wagonandcarriage.co.uk
Tel: 01529 469595

No.2 GOING UNDERGOUND

Cuttings and tunnels hold their own
pitfalls for the unwary modeller once again it's the detail that helps to
Written & drawn by John Emerson create that elusive atmosphere !

LINESIDE LOOK
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PAGES FROM

T H E PA ST
Like many modellers who take their modelling
at all seriously, a large library of reference
books and other material has been acquired
over the years. But what about railway books
written specifically for children ? In the past
many railway books, not just the delightful
stories of the Rev. Wilbert Awdry - who was
President of my local club in Gloucester were published aimed purely at younger
readers, ranging from the colourfully
illustrated 'Ladybird' series to the more
technically minded Observer's Book of Railway
Locomotives and the Dumpy Book of Railways
which, for many young spotters, were
alternatives to the Ian Allan abc series.
Some were of large 'annual' type
format such as The Book of
Railways published in the 1950s
iIllustrated with some surprisingly
well observed paintings. They
may not appeal to the pedant,
but provide much needed light
relief to endless pages of dull and
boring facts and figures ! LL
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F R E I G HT O N LY

S H A R K ATTA C K !
Originally produced by David J Parkin, the 'Shark' is a veteran of 1970s era etchedbrass tech with white metal castings for axle boxes, vacuum cylinders, buffers, etc. Due
to the nature of etched-brass there is no thickness to the side walls or verandah end
pillars on the finished vehicle. This is not a criticism, it's just the way things are with
etched-brass - look at the photo below to see what I mean. Later it passed to RJH
then The Wagon & Carriage Works, and is now part of the PRMRP range of kits.
A part-built 'Shark' was acquired some years ago, initial inspection revealing a
reasonably well made and dimensionally accurate model
lacking footboards and supports (left off by the builder),
and with handrails the thickness of drain pipes ! It also
sported a curious mixture of plate axle boxes, 'Oleo'
buffers and low level vac pipes making it something of a
hybrid of two Diagrams. Still it looked the part. Well
actually it didn't - the more I looked at it, the more it
reminded me of one of those awful Hornby O gauge
tinplate things I used to play with as a kid. Some serious
remedial work was needed to turn it into a convincing
model of a typical Dia.1/597 'Shark' in 1960s BR
condition.
More correctly called Ballast Plough Brake Vans, these
20T vehicles were used to spread ballast after discharge
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from hopper wagons
('Mermaid', Dogfish', 'Sea
Notes
Cow', etc). The ploughs could
(1)
be lowered or raised by
(1)
(2)
means of large handwheels on
(2)
the verandahs. A total of 226
(2)
Ballast Ploughs were built to
(2)
Dia.1/597 and 1/598 between
(2)
(3)
1951-1960. They measured
21' 0" over headstocks and
All VB fitted. NOTES: (1) Self-contained buffers, split or one-piece
axle box covers, upright VB standpipe. (2) as above but may have 8' 2" wide with all bodywork
originally been through piped only. (3) As above but roller bearing vertically planked. Their short
axleboxes, and may originally have been through piped only.
9' 0" wheelbase gave them a
distinctly ungainly look,
BR Dia.1/598 'Shark' 20T Ballast Plough Brake Van
especially if seen without their
Nos.
Lot
Date
Built
DB993921-40
3285
1962
Central C&W
ploughs. TOPS codes carried
were ZUP (Through vacuum
VB fitted, hydraulic buffers, roller bearings, low level VB pipe.
pipe only); ZUV (Vac fitted);
and ZUW (Vac fitted/through
air pipe). Some were coded
ZOV/ZUB/ZUU which may have been incorrect variations on ZUP. They were never
popular on the Southern due to problems associated with using the ploughs over the
third rail system - so perhaps the SR ones should have been TOPS coded 'ZAP' . . .
BR Dia.1/597 'Shark' 20T Ballast Plough Brake Van
Nos.
Lot
Date
Built
DB993709-12
2186
1951
Derby
DB993713-26
2431
1956
BRCW
DB993727-56
2536
1956
BRCW
DB993757-83
2657
1956
BRCW
DB993784-809 2782
1956
BRCW
DB993816-56
2931
1957
BRCW
DB993857-904 3040
1957
BRCW
DB993905-20
3150
1958/59 BRCW

Modifications
Before any remedial work could be carried out the roof was unsoldered and removed.
Due to the thin material this quickly became
unusable and was discarded.The handrails were
unsoldered, and buffers, vac pipes, axleguards
and wheels were also removed. The body was
then given a good soaking in Nitromors, an old
toothbrush being used to work the stripper
into all nooks and crannies. A thorough
scrubbing and wash in warm soapy water to
remove all residue and there was a nice shiny
brass 'Shark' to work on. Those assembling the
kit will have reached this point via a different
route, but essentially the starting point for the
modifications is the same - a nearly complete
'Shark' sans roof, buffers and vac pipes.
The thickness of the verandah walls and end
pillars was the first area to tackle. I opted for
sheet plastic and contact adhesive as the
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The effect produced by thickening up the
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easier option with the ready-built vehicle,
but if assembling the kit I would have
gone for square or 'L' section brass tube
soldered in place during construction.
Figure 1 shows the general scheme of
things, enough thickness of material being
built up until the pillars are of a square
section. The tops of the side walls are
given the same treatment. When all is
firmly fixed in position, they can be
sanded down and generally cleaned up,
filling any gaps where required. Attention
then turned to the roof. The original was
horribly thin and again, if building the kit, I
would be inclined to throw it away and 'roll my own' - it's not really that difficult.
Brass can be scribed and snapped just like plastic - all you need is a 'skrawker'. Some
folks grind their own from old hacksaw blades but mine is by Tamiya, purchased at the
local model shop. The scrawker is used to scribe the metal - with repeated strokes a
'V' shaped notch is scribed into the surface which can eventually be used to snap off
the work piece. Using the old roof as a template, the size was transferred to a piece of
20 thou brass sheet, squared up on two edges. Two cuts with the skrawker and the
roof is almost ready. Clean up and dress the cut edges with a file, checking for size and
squareness. Now roll to shape - again this is not difficult using a piece of metal bar,
tube or dowel like a rolling pin back and forth over the roof, ensuring the motion is
from long edge to long edge, supporting the roof on a piece of carpet, or if the other
half's not looking, on the carpet ! Any slight adjustments can be made with finger and
thumb. When satisfied solder on the chimney and add rain strips from brass or plastic
(Fig.2). Brass strip was added to the tops of the walls to give a larger area for the
contact adhesive to be applied when the roof was finished, again shown in Figure 1.
A floor was added from scribed plastic sheet,
but no other interior detail was added. You
may care to also install a working flashing tail
lamp concealed in the van body. Handrails
from finer brass were then re-fitted. The
verandah ends and buffer beams were
attended to next - the lamp irons need to be
repositioned and the old slots filled in. Finally,
the wheels and axleguards were replaced. Test
for squareness on a piece of plate glass, then
add the missing steps and support brackets,
built up from different thicknesses of brass
strip. The step boards will need to be notched
to accommodate the axle boxes.
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Painting
After cleaning up the rebuilt van and
its roof were given a good scrub with
soapy water to remove all traces of
grease, solder and flux, etc, and put in
a warm place to dry off ready for
painting. 'Sharks' always wore the
standard Engineer's livery of the
period:
To 1960: Black bodywork/underframe/
yellow lettering
1960-63: 'Gulf Red' bodywork/black
underframe/white lettering

'Before' and 'after' comparison of altered and
unaltered 'Shark' Ballast Plough verandahs.

1963-83: 'Olive Green' bodywork/black underframe/white lettering
1983-Privatisation: 'Dutch' Grey/Yellow
bodywork/black underframe/black lettering
Originally the interiors were painted 'Freight
Stock Red' up to a height of 3' 6", the upper
walls and ceilings being painted 'Stone'.
Actual application of the different liveries
was quite variable, and it could be some
considerable time before new liveries were
applied. Some vehicles lasted well into the
1980s in their original black or Gulf Red
paint schemes.

FIGURE 2: Variations in style of
rainstrips fitted to 'Shark' Ballast Ploughs
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The finished model was given two coats of
Halfords self-etch primer, and when dry two
coats of Halfords matt black were applied.
The handrails were touched in with matt
white and the roof given my patent mix of
Humbrol matt black, white, grey and dark
earth, liberally sloshed on with a tar brush to
simulate weather beaten canvas. Finally the
glazing was installed and the roof re-united
with the body using Evo-stick contact
adhesive. Transfers were cobbled together
from those excellent and much missed
Woodhead transfer sheets. LL
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C A PT A I N C OTT O N

L A ST W O R D S
Once upon a time a rumour allegedly went
round the hobby that the Gauge O Guild
had been approached by those awfully nice
chaps at Corgi to see if a proposed range of
diecast lorries and buses should be to the
7mm scale ratio of 1:43 or the well
established collectors' scale of 1:50. Not receiving any response - or so the rumour
mill had it - Corgi plumped for 1:50 scale and the rest, as they say, is history. It may
appear a marginal difference, but it is a sizeable discrepancy, much like that between
OO and HO. Although 1:50 scale buses and lorries are often seen on 7mm layouts the
photo below shows the difference between the smaller 1:50 scale RT and a 1:43 scale
model. A practical way of overcoming this is to place smaller scale vehicles at the back
- or towards the back - of the layout thereby giving a sense of forced perspective.
Now rumours can of course be so much 'fake news', to be taken with a very large
dose of salt, but it was very definitely good news
for O gauge modellers who are also bus fans
when Oxford Diecast announced a 1:43 scale
Weymann Fanfare coach in South Wales livery
priced at a modest £39.95. Although this is a
special 25th anniversary model, is it too much
to hope that this will be just the first in a range
of new bus models from this enterprising
manufacturer ? If so, a 1:43 scale Bristol 'K' type
would do nicely as a suitable follow on !
Meanwhile French diecast manufacturer IXO
have added two more versions of their AEC Regent III double decker, produced for
the Buses of the World part-work published by Hachette. These are a green London
Country RT and an open top version in blue and white 'GUERNSEYBUS' livery - but
you'll have to be quick and look online to find
one. The red RT, Bedford OB and AEC Regal III
models are also still around but now in short
supply, consequently with prices to match.
Let's hope that from May to Boris or Corbyn,
come Brexit or no Brexit, deal or no deal, we
can still buy French made British bus models L'Angleterre, ah, la perfide Angleterre ! LL
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'Modified Hall' 4-6-0 No.7903 Foremarke Hall runs into
Winchcombe station on the Gloucestershire Warwickshire
Railway at a Gala Weekend in 2016.

